
PRODUCT GUIDE

CDi-XR

The CDi XR was designed as a reference integrated CD player, 
building upon the legacy of the multi award winning CDi. 
Housed within our iconic half-width chassis, the CDi-XR sits 
above the existing CDi and CDt models, offering a substantive 
performance upgrade. 

What Hi-Fi rated the CDi-XR a 5 Star product, and uses the 
CDi-XR in their listening room, so don’t just take our word for 
it, book a demo with your local Cyrus dealer to hear your CDs 
like never before.

BUILDING A BETTER MUSIC EXPERIENCE



Servo Evolution  
The Cyrus philosophy for reading CD has 
always been the same - read it once and read it 
accurately. The latest iteration of Cyrus’ Servo 
Evolution technology in the CDi-XR does exactly 
this, streaming the data from the disc to the 
audio processing circuitry with precision and 
accuracy.

Power Supply Design  
Within a CD player is a complex mix of signals 
including fast digital audio, sensitive analogue 
audio, high current servo and system control. 
To minimise interaction between these circuit 
stages the power supply design of the CDi-XR is 
completely segmented. 

The digital control circuits run from a dedicated, 
high-efficiency supply, with other parts of the 
player powered from an over-specified linear 
power supply with toroidal transformer. Nine 
individual stage regulators smooth and distribute 
power within the player according to demand.

PSU-XR Port 
The CDi-XR includes a port for the PSU-XR 
external power supply, which raises the bar by 
sourcing no less than five independent regulated 
supplies in a single box. For the CDi-XR four of 
the PSU-XR power supplies are employed. One 
pair to provide ultra-smooth power for the 
analogue audio circuitry, one for the current-
hungry demands of the motors and one just to 
provide an ultra-stable supply for the PLL digital 
master clock circuit, reducing any power supply 
related jitter to a minimum.

PRODUCT FEATURES

Digital Performance 
The CDi-XR DAC design includes the highest 

specified Sabre DAC. This, partnered with a high-
speed analogue stage with excellent dynamic 

range delivers exceptional noise and THD 
performance from the DAC stage. 



   Integrated CD player 

   32 bit 2nd Gen QXR DAC 

   Servo Evolution technology 

   Twin analogue outputs 

   Optical and coaxial outputs 

   PSU-XR upgrade port 

   User upgradable firmware 

   iR14 Remote control included

   Size (H x W x D) – 75 x 215 x 355 mm  

(2.95” x 8.46” x 13.98”) 

   Weight 3.7kg (8.3lbs) 

   EAN 230V 5060019434239 

   EAN 115V 5060020434327

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

“Overall, it’s a hugely impressive performance 
that puts the CDi-XR in the front row at this 
price as far as CD-playing sound quality is 
concerned.”
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